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Pre-Show Questions and Activities 
Below are some questions and activities that can prepare your students for the themes 

and content in The Electric Baby. 

 

I. The Power of Storytelling  

NJCCCS for Visual and Performing Arts: 1.1 The Creative Process. 1.3 Performance 

In The Electric Baby, playwright Stefanie Zadravec uses storytelling to illustrate the power of 

transformation and acceptance. 

Pre-Activity Discussion Questions:  

 What stories have been tradition and part of your family culture?   

 What remedies have been told to you as a child that have stuck with you?   

 What superstitious sayings do we have in our society today? 

Suggested examples:  If you break a mirror you will have 7 years bad luck.  Don’t eat before swimming.  

Activity: Superstitious Scenes 

1. Break students into small groups. 

2. Have students decide which of their past stories or superstitious sayings they would like to 

present in a short improvised scene. 

3. Students will present their scenes. 

4. After each group performs their scene use the following questions for discussion: “What did we 

see portrayed?”  Can we make any connections from this scene to other stories, remedies, or 

superstitious ideas?” 
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II. New Beginnings  

NJCCCS for Visual and Performing Arts: 1.1 The Creative Process, 1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies 

Loss is a powerful theme in the Electric Baby, and much of the show is centered on characters trying 

to find ways to move past the losses in their lives.      

 

Pre-Activity Discussion Question:  

Was there a time in your life when something or someone shifted your perceptions and you felt unsure 

of how to move on?  

(Give examples to your students: moving, changing schools, loss of a loved one, loss of a friendship, 

adjustment to a new experience.) 

Activity: Picture This! 

Students will draw a picture of how that event or time period looked.  Underneath the picture students 

will journal their thoughts about the experience.  Ask students to write what they learned from the 

experience and how it has shaped who they are today. 

 


